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Why does this Report have Zapruder film "aherationists" terrified? 

01101110 112/15/98 - We have consolidated our  Zapruder Film Information  pages - in order to make 
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the pages easier to navigate. Thank you for your suggestions! Vince Palamara updated his study, "59 
Witnesses: Delay on Elm Street," and we have posted it there. 

A brief bio on Roland J. Zavada, an excerpt from his Report on the exact cameras he used for testing, 
and Joe Durnavich's "Depth of Field and Zapruder 1,11m Authenticity" study have been added to our 
The Zapruder Film is Authentic  page. 

"I enjoyed the study..." Roland J. Zavada has spent practically his entire 39+ year career in film 
research and development. When the ARRB contacted Kodak for a film analysis project, Kodak 
immediately thought of Roland Zavada. Here is his presentation, Dissecting the Zapruder Camera, 
given earlier this year. 

Many have been finding faults with "Fetzer logic" and "Mantik mistakes" and "White's mysterious 
anomalies" for over a year now. The panel of Dr. Josiah Thompson, Art & Margaret Snyder, and 
others formulated the truth in a coherent, logical manner last November in Dallas...and we have those 
- and subsequent studies - on our Zapruder Film  Information  page. The collective works of Messrs. 
Lifton, Fetzer, Mantik, White, Twyrnan - and others who jumped on the "Z -film alteration 
bandwagon" - need to be carefully scrutinized.. WE WONT BE FOOLED AGAIN! 

Our official copy of the Kodak/Zavada-Nfilch Report has arrived. It is a massive work - over 600 
pages. If you're interested in viewing it - and you live in the Southern California area - please email 
me, and we'll set up a time and location to get together. 

The Final Report of the Assassination Records Review Board (ARRB) is now online, or as a 260Kb 
.ZIP file you can download and view offline. Please un-ZIP it to its own DIRectory on your system, 
and use its "index.html" as your starting page. 

I recently received a call from a curator at the National Archives. She is working on a new exhibit of 
JFK-related materials, and wanted my source for a quotation used on my  Fritz Notes  page. Just 
keeping me honest, I guess. I have added a link to the NARA's "American Originals" site on our 
Interesting  Links page. 

Our  JFK FILES SITE offers over 250 JFK-related texts, files, and graphics. The most "popular" files 
are offered below. 

Please email me with any comments, critiques, inquiries, or suggestions. Thanks for visiting! -
Clint Bradford, December 15, 1998 

Our Most Popular Features 
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• Abraham Zapruder's film a "fraud?" A "fabrication.?" Several respected researchers have jumped 
on this bandwagon. Here's Zapruder's WC testimony - and we have started posting dialogue 
from authors claiming Zapruder film "tampering" in the James Fetzer's compilation, 
Assassination Science. 

k50,.,, 	 , A
mon.cin 

• Over 600 Kennedy-related titles available on Amazon.com. 

• "Look back at where our government came from - the Greeks, with their idea of participation. 
Think of what Pericles said in his funeral oration, that we regard the individual who holds 
himself aloof from public affairs as being useless." The media coverage of the 30th anniversary 
of Robert Kennedy's assassination.  

• "In the speech that my cousin was to deliver in the Trade Man.," Kerry McCarthy recalls, "many 
people mention the fact that he was to talk about the defense of this nation. But he began the 
speech, although not ever able to deliver it, with the words that told us that education and 
learning are the tools to the greatest defense of any nation" Here's the text of that never- 
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delivered speech. 

The  Non-existent Fritz Notes 

• I could have sworn that Dallas Police Captain Fritz testified that he didn't have any handwritten 
notes from Lee Harvey Oswald's interrogations.... 

A Kennedy Family Member Speaks Out 

• For the first time in history, a Kennedy Family Member speaks out on the JFK assassination in a 
public forum. Kerry McCarthy urges us NOT to stop investigating the "premeditated murder 
of our nation's leader ... [which was] motivated for very specific reasons and benefiting 
those that ordered it." 

Rev. James N. Thompson 

• Rev. Thompson drove Father Huber to Parkland Hospital on November 22, 1963. Here is his 
sun, in his own words. 

• Robert K. Tanenbaum served as counsel to the House Select Committee on Assassinations 
working on the investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy. His book, corruption of 
Blood, is a fictional account of that committee's work, and is excellent reading. With permission 
of Probe magazine, we offer this interview of Robert Tanenbaum from their July-August, 1996 
issue. 

• Testifying at the Simpson trial couldn't have been a pleasant experience for Robert Groden. 
Here's a link to his new Web site, too. 
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• Impressions as I visited Dallas for my first time in 1995. 

■ Marina Oswald Porter's Letter and Statement to the Assassination Records Review Board 
(1996). 

When Thcy Ill A President  

• Roger Craig's unpublished  manuscript [56K, ZIP] 

List of Dealey Plaza Photographs 

• List of over 500 photographs / 75 photographers in Dealey Plaza on November 22, 1963. [18K, 
ZIP] Now also online as an HTML file. 

Garrison's Opening Summation and Closing Statement 

■ Text of Garrison's opening Summation and Closing Statement. [15K, ZIP] 

Master Files List 
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• Over 350 JFK-related files ATD has available. [30K, ZIP] Don't forget to visit our our JFK 
FILES SITE! 

• Secret Service Agent Clint Hill's Warren Commission testimony - WC Volume II, p.132-134. 
[15K, ZIP] 

Marilyn Sitzman Interview 

■ Josiah Thompson's interview with woman who held Zapruder. [8K, ZIP] 

• Quite possibly the most perceptive interpretation of Oswald's mind available: George 
DeMohrenschildt's manuscript, I Am a Patsy! [131K, ZIP] 

Patsy Paschall Film  Analysis 

■ Greg Jaynes' detailed, frame-by-frame analysis of this film taken in Dealey Plaza - which hasn't 
been seen by the general public. [12K, ZIP] A few news bytes from late 1995, too. 

JFK's Inauguration Speech 

■ January 20, 1961. 

How to Contact Us 

• By phone, fax, email., .we try to make it easy for you! 
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